Introduction
Successive attempts to unify Europe have been characterized by unprece dented levels of violence -ranging, for example, from the wars of religion in the 17th century to struggles for territorial and racial unification since the 18th century. It is therefore not surprising that a peace-narrative, i.e. a narrative of nonviolent unification, has been present in the project of European integration since its inception in the immediate post-war years. Yet, this narrative has often taken a background role vis-à-vis an emphasis on economic utility. Since the late 1970's and due to weakening legitimacy and lack of popular appeal, the issue of constructing a popular European identity has, however, been placed on the agenda of what is now the European Union (EU). Thus, an increasing shift from grounding the legitimacy of European integration in economic benefit towards a self-perception of the project as one of peaceful unification can be witnessed. The post-war unification of Europe is, in other words, portrayed as the victory over violence and war, something which was acknowledged when the EU received the 2012 Nobel Peace prize for transforming 'a continent of war into a continent of peace ' (Nobel, 2012) .
The question which subsequently emerges is how this nonviolent, ultimately successful struggle is memorized, disseminated and maintained in multiple ways. That is, how is the nonviolent unification narrated as a break with Europe's dark past? A core element of this story concerns the agents of this break, i.e. the so-called 'founding fathers'; and there is indeed little doubt that men such as Jean Monnet, Robert Schuman, Konrad Adenauer and others played a crucial role in the process of European integration. However, it
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1 In contemporary EU narratives, the role of 'founding father(s)' infuses the process of European integration with a clear plot and morale. Indeed, complex processes are transformed into a coherent narrative by centring them around -and having them flow from -the actions of a main subject: the hero. Europe's history of unification is nothing if not complex, and its 'narrativization' (White, 1984, p. 19 ) seemingly requires a very manifest presence of heroes. While we thus want to emphasize that post-war European unification entailed political struggles which -even if nonviolent -were often uncompromising confrontations in their own right, the political manoeuvring of actors like the founding fathers tends to be backgrounded in heroic narratives about this struggle for unification.
The study of how the EU and its 'heroes' or 'fathers' are foregrounded in contemporary identity narratives about the continent's nonviolent unification, can, on the one hand, be conducted through an analysis of political speeches (Forchtner and Kølvraa, 2012; Kølvraa, 2012) . On the other hand, we suspect that the construction of these communal heroes takes place in an even more concentrated way -and addresses a wider audience of 'ordinary Europeans' -in a selected number of museums dedicated to the work of these figures. The most prominent of the EU's founding fathers, e.g. Monnet, Schuman and Adenauer, today enjoy the privilege of having their former homes turned into so-called 'house museums'. These seek to present the public as well as the private side of these men, and aim -by constructing particular characters -to capture the visitors' imagination.
Thus, in this article, we will analyze how these three founding fathers of the EU are presented to the public in their respective house museums and how this private space is linked with the grander narrative of Europe's nonviolent unification. There is little doubt that Monnet and Schuman are considered primary among those referred to as the fathers of European integration, but Adenauer too enjoys such primacy as his inclusion emphasizes the project's Franco-German paternity (cf. especially EC, no year, p. 1). Indeed, the significance of this group of 'fathers' is emphasized by the fact that it is their homes which have been turned into museums and have recently -along with the much younger institution of the house of Alcide De Gasperi -been joined in a so-called Network of House Museums of the Founding Fathers of Europe. The network provides a common homepage, offering the visitor a central site
